
AGREE – Power was the most important reason DISAGREE – Other reasons were more important

Brains in Gear

A famous historian once said “The most significant reason why Henry VIII broke from Rome 
and started his own church was because he wanted to have more power”

Write down 3-5 reasons why you could agree with this historian, and 3-5 reasons why you 
might disagree with him.

CHALLENGE:
Why is it important to challenge historians ideas?



AGREE – Power was the most important reason DISAGREE – Other reasons were more important

• Henry wanted his own church –
people had to attend HIS church

• Henry could control what the priests 
were saying 

• Henry hates that the Pope is above 
him, now he is the biggest and most 
important man in England.

• The Pope can’t tell him what to do

• He was totally in love with Anne 
Boleyn and wanted a divorce to be 
with her

• Anne wouldn’t be his mistress
• Catherine of Aragon was 40 and 

couldn’t have a baby boy

• He had spent all his fathers money 
on wars in France

• If he has his own church people give 
money to him

• He can take lots of money from the 
old Catholic churches and 
monasteries
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Learning Outcomes:

By the end of this lesson you will:

- Describe three reasons Henry broke from Rome

- Explain your reasons using evidence

- Justify which reason was the most significant

Fundamental British Values: 
Respect and Tolerance

Today’s Title:

Key Words:

Assessment = When our 
knowledge is tested

Essay = An extended piece of 
work where we explain our 
opinions in detail.

How do we 
get assessed 
in History?

Assessment

Feedback

This lesson:

Next lesson:

Henry’s Wives

Previous lesson:



Year 7 Assessment Three – Henry VIII

Today we are going to complete our next assessment.

You are now in assessment conditions. 

This means you are not allowed to communicate with each other in any way. You must 
put your full effort into this assessment.

You have the rest of the lesson to complete the assessment, take your time and try to 
include as much detail, explanations and knowledge as you can.

If you finish early then you may read your reading book in silence. 



Key word

1.  Catholic

2. Protestant

3. Heir

4. Tudors

5. Monarch

6. Monastery

7.  Civil War

8.  Pope

9. Excommunicate

10. Reign

Definition

The next in line to the throne.

Traditional people who follow the Pope in Rome and want the church to stay the same.

A war between people belonging to one country.

People who follow the King and want the church to change.

Officially exclude (someone) from participation in the sacraments and services of the 
Christian Church

The  head of the Roman Catholic Church.

Hold royal office; rule as king or queen.

King/Queen.

A member of the Tudor dynasty (family).

A building or buildings occupied by a community of monks living under religious vows.

Quick recap: Match the key words to their definitions.



Part 1: Previous Learning

Question 1:

Describe two features of what people think 
caused the Black Death.

Question 2:

Describe two features of medieval towns.

Suggested writing guide:

Question 1
One thing people thought caused the Black Death was… This 
was believed because…

Another thing people though caused the Black Death was… 
This was believed because…

Suggested writing guide:

Question 2
One feature of a medieval town was…
This included…

Another feature of a medieval town was…
This included…

Struggling? Key word prompts:
God, miasma, rats

Struggling? Key word prompts:
Sewage, population, dirty conditions



Assessment Question
• ‘The main reason Henry VIII broke from the Catholic 

Church was his desire for a son.’ How far do you 
agree? Explain your answer

You may use the following in your answer:

• Power

• Money

You must also use information of your own. 

Writing guide:

Agree / disagree paragraph:
On one hand Henry did break from the Catholic Church 
because of his desire for a son. 
He needed a son because… 
This meant that…
In addition,…
This was important because…

Conclusion paragraph:
Overall, I think that… I think this because… I don’t think that 
(money / love / power) was the main reason because…

Essay structure: 

P1) Introduction – Short answer to the question, do you 
agree or not?
P2) Reasons to agree – Think of 2-3 different reasons to 
agree with his point
P3) Reasons to disagree – Think of 2-3 reasons to 
disagree
P4) Conclusion – Compare the two arguments, explain 
why you personally agree or disagree.

Key Words:

Tudor
Monarch
Heir
Catholic
Protestant
France
Monastery 

Connectives:

Therefore…
As a result…
As a consequence…
This showed…
This was significant because…
This led to…
Furthermore…



TIPS:

Intro 
I agree / disagree with the statement that the main reason Henry broke from Rome was his 
desire for more power because…

Paragraph 1 (Agree) - POWER
On one hand Henry did break from Rome for power. He needed more power because… this meant 
that… Starting his own church gave him more power by… This was an important reason 
because…

Paragraph 2 (Disagree)  - MONEY / LOVE
On the other hand, Henry broke from Rome for other reasons, for example… He did this because… 
this allowed him to… therefore… as a result… This was an important reason because…

Conclusion
Overall, I think that… I think this because… I don’t think that (money / love / power) was the main 
reason because…
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